
Compact Linx CJ400 
enables expansion for 
fruit bar manufacturer
Bellis Fruit Bars is Australia’s top producer of school 
fruit bars and dried fruit-based products. The company 
produces goods under its own brand, and contract 
manufactures private labels. It exports to New Zealand, 
Singapore, the European Union and United Kingdom.

The company had launched a 30-gram, low-calorie snack, 
and while it could use the same packaging as its 60g bars, 
the existing coders struggled to print on the smaller film.

Additionally, one of the coders on its three lines was 
unreliable, failing to always print clearly.

SITUATION
Due to space restrictions on the line, the coder needed to  
be compact, and mounted on a horizontal form-fill machine 
on one of Bellis’s lines.

The coder needed to print clearly and accurately with 
fast-drying ink on both smaller and larger bar packaging, 
operating at up to 200 bars a minute. Bellis also wanted 
simple housekeeping and programming – including not 
needing to change date information daily.

Bellis wanted a coder with low running costs and easy 
maintenance.

SOLUTION
Bellis chose a Linx CJ400 from Linx Distributor, Matthews 
who mounted the Linx CJ400 on a horizontal form-fill 
machine. It codes a best before date onto flat wrappers, 
which are then filled and sealed.

The CJ400 has been set-up to automatically synchronise 
message width with the wrapping machine’s speed. So even 
during film acceleration and deceleration, message length  
is constant.

Customer Application

‘‘ The Linx CJ400 was more  
 compact than the other  
 options that we looked at.’’Raaj Arjunan, Production Manager 

Bellis Fruit Bars
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Key Facts
Country 
Australia
Industry 
Snack foods
Product coded 
Plastic wrappers
Line speed 
200 bars/min
Linx printer 
Linx CJ400

Key Product Benefits

Linx CJ400
• Simple to own – serviced by the customer;  
 no printhead cleaning for 3 months

• Easy to use – colour touch screen and  
 simple user interface for quick message  
 set-up

• Prints up to 3 lines of code

• Flexible printer with an optional carton  
 coding message style, up to 20mm high.

For more information, contact Linx Printing Technologies Ltd, Linx House, 8 Stocks Bridge Way, Compass Point Business Park, St Ives, Cambs, PE27 5JL, UK.
Telephone +44 (0)1480 302100  Fax +44 (0)1480 302624  email uksales@linx.co.uk  www.linxglobal.com
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OUTCOME
The lower running costs and easier maintenance have 
proved beneficial, plus the Linx CJ400 prints more clearly 
than other coders Bellis considered, meaning Bellis’s 
operators find the new coder very easy to use, with custom 
codes simple to set up.

By being able to produce a smaller bar size using the same 
wrapper, the Linx CJ400 has allowed Bellis to continue 
expanding into lucrative markets.

A key innovation of the Linx CJ400 is its Easi-Change® 
Service Module, which can be changed in minutes  
using on-screen prompts. This means that scheduled 
maintenance is easily completed without the need for 
a trained technician or costly service calls – a major 
advantage for smaller customers or those in remote regions. 
Further self-maintenance features include on-screen trouble 
shooting, which can solve the majority of operating issues 
without the need to consult manuals or engineers. 

Many companies need to be flexible in their production  
to accommodate changing product lines and demand. 
Having a printer which can be moved around the factory 
quickly and easily can increase productivity and reduce 
coding costs. The Linx CJ400’s unique compact design 
weighs only 13.5kg complete with fluids and the ability to 
quickly move between lines is enhanced by the capability  
to store settings for up to four production lines and 1000 
typical messages, which can be selected in seconds. 
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‘‘ The Matthews’ machine was more compact  
 than the other options that we looked at,  
 and we needed something small to fit  
 on our lines. While the initial outlay was  
 similar, the running costs were lower and  
 the maintenance was easier as well.’’Raaj Arjunan, Production Manager 
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